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Consumers Union, the policy and mobilization arm of Consumer Reports, appreciates
2
this opportunity to comment in support of the petition from EPIC et al. for a rulemaking to
repeal 47 C.F.R. § 42.6. Our comments below highlight the sensitive nature of the data collected
and retained under Section 42.6, how the rule is unnecessary for business purposes, how the rule
no longer serves a necessary law enforcement purpose, and finally how the rule makes the
consumer data vulnerable to a breach.
Under Section 42.6, telephone companies are required to retain 18 months of sensitive
consumer data. Section 42.6 states:
Each carrier that offers or bills toll telephone service shall retain for a period of 18
months such records as are necessary to provide the following billing information
about telephone toll calls: the name, address, and telephone number of the caller,
telephone number called, date, time, and length of the call. Each carrier shall
retain this information for toll calls that it bills whether it is billing its own toll
3
service customers for toll calls or billing customers for another carrier.
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Ninety-five percent of Americans own a cellphone of some kind. The high rate of cellphone use
means that the Commission requires telephone companies to keep 18 months of call data on at
least 95 percent of the population. Meanwhile, the law enforcement and commercial
justifications for this rule have significantly eroded, as discussed below. Further, Section 42.6
necessitates that telephone companies keep a vast and detailed history of a consumer’s telephone
use even in cases where the consumer is under no suspicion of wrongdoing. A call history record
can reveal sensitive aspects of a consumer’s life, including close relationships between family,
friends, and colleagues, and the possibly confidential relationships between an individual and
their attorneys, doctors, and elected representatives.
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The Digital Testing Standard, which we recently launched in collaboration with several
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partners, includes within it the requirement that companies practice “minimal data collection.”
This basic privacy concept, which is found in privacy regimes worldwide,6 means that the
information collected from the user is limited to data that is directly relevant and necessary for
the service. The telephone retention rule requires telecommunications companies to retain data
about individuals that is not necessary to serve the consumer. In addition, the retention of this
data contravenes another principle in the Digital Standard: “my account and information are
7
deleted when I leave the service.” Under Section 42.6, consumers can cancel their service
contract with their telephone service provider but their data will not be deleted, if at all, for
another 18 months. This practice is contrary to what reasonable consumers would expect when
they cancel a service and renders the consumer vulnerable to data breaches. Ironically, the
concerned consumer who wishes to change telephone companies, possibly due to concerns about
that company’s data practices, remains powerless to protect his or her data for a full 18 months
afterwards.
In addition to concerns about consumer expectations, call record information is currently
retained for far longer than necessary for business purposes. The retention rule is based on an
outdated billing and service model. Back in 1985 when when this rule was enacted, phone plans
were measured and non-bundled. The retention of records for some period of time was necessary
for accurately billing the user of the service. However, telephone service carriers have “moved
away from classic billing models, in which charges are itemized,” and currently use
8
“non-measured, bundled, and flat-rate service plans.” Additionally, “some carriers have claimed
that call records under such new plans not covered by Section 42.6 because they are not ‘toll
9
records.’” Modern telephone plans are non-measured and bundled, making the retention rule
unnecessary to serve the consumer.
Even in 1985, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) considered rolling back
the requirement that telecommunications companies retain call record data for six months.
Indeed, the Commission initiated a rulemaking to remove this burdensome record-keeping
10
requirement. At that time, however, the FCC faced opposition from the Department of Justice
apps, and services consumers use everyday.
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(DOJ). The DOJ supported the long retention requirement because “telephone toll records are
often essential to the successful investigation and prosecution of today’s sophisticated criminal
11
conspiracies…” On the other hand, telecommunications companies supported the proposed rule
because (1) the elimination of the retention period would allow phone companies to “develop
12
cost efficient recordkeeping systems,” (2) a six-month “retention period would seem adequate
13
for most records,” and (3) if law enforcement agencies needed call records for an investigation
14
they could request that records be maintained for individuals currently under investigation.
Despite opposition from the phone companies, the Commission adopted the 18-month retention
rule.
However, the retention rule, even if necessary in 1985 for law enforcement purposes, is
not necessary in 2017. Eleven years ago, in 2006, the DOJ stated: “the efficacy of the
Commission’s current Section 42.6 requirement to meet law enforcement needs has been
15
significantly eroded.” Since then, telephone technology and law enforcement practices have
evolved dramatically so that, even if this data retention rule is successfully repealed, law
enforcement can still contact telephone companies and request the retention of call information
for individuals under suspicion.
In addition, the rule prevents consumers from exercising control over their personal call
data and renders the consumer vulnerable to a breach of their call data. The retention of sensitive
phone records increases the likelihood of large-scale data breaches like the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) data breach in 2015. That breach affected 21.5 million individuals and
revealed personal information like the background investigations of prospective, current, and
16
former Federal employees and contractors. In November of 2015, another major data breach
was discovered when materials were leaked to a news source. Securus Technologies, a provider
of phone services to inmates in prisons and jails in the United States, experienced a breach that
17
revealed over 70 million call records that spanned a nearly two-and-a-half year period.
Data minimization is a necessary protection against harmful breaches of personal
consumer data. No matter how many procedures a company implements to protect its servers, the
very existence of 18 months of detailed and personal call data renders a consumer’s call
information vulnerable to attack. Such information is a treasure trove for hackers seeking
valuable consumer data. In today’s world, telephone companies should be encouraged, not
prohibited from, practicing sensible data minimization practices. In addition, telephone providers
should be allowed and encouraged to compete on the basis of the privacy and security they
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afford to their call data.
Respectfully submitted,
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Staff Attorney
Consumers Union
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